
Peep Show Quiz - Series Four

Round One: Multiple Choice 

1 Which theme of jam did Jeremy taste? 

a) Blair Resignation 

b) Diana Memorial

c) Boris Recovery 


2 How much does Alan Johnson offer Jeremy to let him 
sleep with Big Suze?


a) £380

b) £300

c) £530 

3 What alternative name does Mark use at the strip club? 

a) Martin  
b) Jeff 
c) Robert Grayson


4 Which band name is Jeremy currently using in the 
episode ‘Holiday’?


a) Coming up for Blair

b) Man Feelings

c) Various Artists  
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5 In Conference, what does Mark suggest he will do after 
running away from the JLB presentation? 


a) Join Al-Qaeda 

b) Eat meal deals off a prostitute  

c) Marry a lap dancer 


6 According to Jeremy, how does everyone make their 
money now? 


a) Watching Men in Black on their massive telly and 
having a fucking good time


b) Hanging around on the Playstation and eating Ben 
and Jerrys 

c) Drinking cider and watching Ghostbusters   


7 Mark lists the things that give him his daily brain training, 
which of these does he not include?


a) A podcast 

b) The Sunday Times Cryptic Crossword   
c) Sudoku


8 Which of these food items is NOT included in the 
wedding breakfast that Jez prepares for Mark? 


a) Cream cracker

b) Melon  
c) Ryvita 
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9 Mark tells Jeremy to text everyone at the wedding to say 
that he has gone where?


a) Amsterdam

b) Brussels    
c) Copenhagen 


10 Which song is playing when they arrive at Mark’s school 
reunion?


a) Respectable – Mel and Kim 

b) Cross My Heart – Eighth Wonder 

c) The Only Way is Up – Yazz  
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Round Two: Music, Film and TV References  

1 	 In series 4, episode 1, Mark says that Jeremy is 
disgusting, and is not which film character?  
	 James Bond (“I AM James Bond”)

2 	 Mark says that which band, fought and possibly died 	
for our right to party? 


Beastie Boys 

3 	 On the barge, Jeremy wants to talk about film, which 

Mark knows will involve having to explain the plot of 
which movie?


	 The Matrix 

4 	 Super Hans once stole a car battery from which 

band? 

	 The Prodigy  
5 	 In Conference, Alan suggests that the inventors of 

Google did Not sit around watching which show?

	 Trumpton 

6	  The ‘Happy Birthday’ song that Sophie’s family play 	
	 for her is by which artist?


Altered Images  
7	  Where did Nancy work whilst on Crystal Meth?

	 IMAX (Bradford) 
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8 	 Jeremy suggests that, after resignation, Tony Blair will 
form a super-group, consisting of he, Blair on guitar, 
Bono on vocals but who on sax? 

Clinton 


9	  Before ending up an arsonist, Mark said he’d 
expected to be playing which version of Monopoly?


	 The Simpsons 

10	 Jeremy tells Aurora that he isn’t in a relationship 

because he’s been hurt too many times. Who does he 
then compare himself to? Two possible answers. 


	 Jim Morrison OR Russell Brand 


Note for Liam: At this point we’ll take a 5 minute break 
where people can fill out the picture round which you can’t 
see - please let them know they can navigate back to it at 
any time using the back/next buttons at the bottom of the 
form, but not the back/forward buttons on their browser.  
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Round 3: Video Round 

Watch carefully, we’ll only show this ONCE and ask 5 
questions about it. 

1. Where does Jamie get his cool freshers fair bag from?  
Warwick 

2. According to Jeremy, Jamie is who, in the making? For a 
bonus  point Jeremy then claims is a 21st century who?  
Mark Chapman, Lennon 

3. True or false, they all shoot with a right hand trigger finger 
except for Mark, who uses his left?  
False 

4. How many pheasants fly out when they shoot?    

         3

5. What colour is Sophie’s hat?

 White 
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Round Four: Hardcore 

1	 At the start of episode one, Jez is angry with Mark for 
wearing a clashing/matching hoody - what 3 (english) 
words does it have on it? 


Ghetto Urban Champs  
2	 When Jeremy eats Mummy, what meat does he say it 
is? 


Turkey (Podcast Secrets of the Pharaohs recently did 
a poll on ‘what is the worst thing Jez ever does- this 
was the winner)


3	 According to Mark, Eva the gym assistant is shitting 
on what vibe? 


Gentleman’s club vibe  
4	 What is the Orgazoid’s real name?

	 Russell	  

5	 When Jez says the line “typical, it’s all him, him, him” 
which character is he referring to?


Ian/Sophie’s dad 
6	 As is revealed in Holiday, Pej once had sex with a 
prostitute, in which country? 


Estonia 
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7	 What is the name of the strip club in the episode 
conference? 

	 Lap Land  
8	 How much are Mark’s gym vouchers worth each? 


£14 

9	 What’s the name of Lucy and Aurora’s Dad?	
Malcolm 

10	 What is the final spoken line of series 4? 

	 (Mark) “Exactly, stick it on the bill!” 

 


